Do cheerleaders receive scholarships?
No

How much does it cost for uniforms?
The cheer program supplies uniforms (limited) and uniform items for the individuals chosen to be a part of the team.

When are tryouts?
Tryouts are normally held in August. All information pertaining to tryouts is posted on our website for the ensuing year. Our website is goldentigersports.com (Fan Zone, Cheerleaders).

What is required for tryouts?
The requirements for tryouts are posted on our website for the ensuing year. The website is goldentigersports.com (Fan Zone, Cheerleaders).

Is there more than one squad?
No. The squad is chosen for the year and required to cheer at ALL designated cheer activities. See the sports schedules for regular season game dates.

Is TU Cheer a Co-Ed Squad?
We have had males on the team in the past.

Does TU provide for the required sickle cell test?
No. The applicant is responsible for providing the Sickle Cell Test Lab Work-Up with results from your medical provider. A physician letter is NOT sufficient.

Where can I find Sickle Cell Test Providers?
Quest Diagnostics, or like entities; Your primary care provider, your pediatrician likely has the lab results. NOTE: Test results can take days

Does TU have a specific athletic physical form to use?
Yes. The physical forms (2) are a part of the tryout packet to be completed.